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ABSTRACT

This essay, on constructing historical knowledge about African Canadian women, presents an overview of the current state of Black
women's history. By exploring historiography, theory, and method, the author suggests new approaches and interpretations for the
writing of this history.
RESUME

Cet article sur l'elaboration de la connaissance historique des femmes afro-canadiennes, presente un aper<;u de I'etat actuel de I'histoire
des femmes noires. En explorant la theorie, 1'historiographie, et la methode, l'auteure suggere de nouvelles approches et de nouvelles
interpretations pour ecrire cette histoire.

Is there a need to study Canadian Black
women's history? If the answer is yes, then how do
we do it? How do we get to it? How do we theorize
and construct it? All these questions bring into
focus
issues of concept,
method, and
historiography. Ruth Pierson and Alison Prentice
remarked that "women, like men, need their
history." These scholars argue that women need this
information in order to develop a total sense of
themselves: "The sense of self depends on having a
sense of one's past, and to the extent that modern
women have been denied, in the historical canon,
all but the faintest glimpses of their own history,
they are like victims of amnesia." Black women in
this country have made history and therefore do
have a history. This history must be constructed and
made available if we are not to become victims of
amnesia. While the two historians just quoted
recognize the value of doing women's history, and
from a feminist perspective, often what occurs in
the writing of this history is that minority women
are left out of this construction. White women,
mainly of French and British backgrounds, still
remain at the centre of historical inquiry.
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As has been pointed out elsewhere, Black
women's history has been at worst invisible, and at
best marginal in the history of all Canadian
histories, be they "malestream" or women's/feminist
history. Since the rise of second wave feminism
and women's studies in the academy, feminist
historians and theorists alike have generally
privileged gender oppression as the main cause of
women's subordination. But these scholars, mainly
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white and middle class, taking their own race and
those they write about as normal, have rarely
analyzed their whiteness. By failing to make race
central to the analysis of women's history and
gender history, they denied themselves the
opportunity to see how their race (and class) gave
meaning to their gender. Making race central to
historical analysis would revolutionize the way
feminist historians do history. Not only would it
allow white historians to interrogate their whiteness
and thus make it central to their inquiries, but it
would also radically aid in bringing the hidden
histories of racialized minority women to the fore.
In addition, when race, class, and other variables are
made central to our theorizing about women, we
recognize the differences among women based on
these factors. In much the same way that a woman
is not a man, the Black woman is not a white
woman, although both groups share a common
gender. White women, as demonstrated by their
writings, rarely think about their race; Black
women, in contrast, are reminded of their race in
even the most mundane situation. Black women
have come to analyze their experiences as created
by "interlocking systems of oppression" in which
gender, class, and race stand at the centre. For
Black women as a whole, race and gender are
inseparable in our thinking about and writing of
history.
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Black women and Black people in general,
have endured and continue to endure oppression,
from white people and the systems they created,
based on their race. Therefore, for us, gender is not
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and cannot be separate from our race, or vice versa.
We are not a woman today and a genderless Black
person tomorrow. Both components are integral to
and inseparable parts of who we are. Black
feminist theorists were among the first scholars to
challenge the racism that was part of feminist
scholarship and theory. One method they used was
to deconstruct the term "woman." And yet many of
their insights, warnings, and appeals still remain
unheeded. If the insights that Black feminist
scholars offer are applied to much of the feminist
theorizing that goes on in the academy, a positive
transformation in theory and practice can occur.
Calling for a "particularization" of the term
woman has also led Black women to see the
heterogeneity of their own group. As Noga Gayle
has pointed out, though all Black women share the
same "race," their historical experiences as
members of the same racial group vary. These
experiences have been shaped by religion, colour,
language, class, sexuality, and culture. Sociologist
Annette Henry elaborates on the need for scholars
to recognize the heterogeneity of Black women's
history: "Often, one Black woman's story becomes
a kind of canonic text, universalized as
representative of Black women everywhere," she
argues. "Racism and misogyny render readers
satisfied with narrow understandings which they
then generalize to an entire population. Rather, we
need diverse theoretical understandings of
marginalized experiences."" These warnings must
be considered as we attempt to historicize Black
women.
How does one present Black women in
history? Are they to be presented in a dichotomous
manner as either victims or resisters? Linda Gordon
points out the tension between these two poles of
presentation and warns that neither one does full
justice to women's lives and experiences. In fact, at
different times, and even at the same time, women
in this hemisphere experience both poles of this
duality. Recently, in order to present Black women
as subjects in their history, it has been standard to
cast them in the role of "resister." But to ignore that
for the past three centuries on this continent Black
women have suffered from an unrelenting
oppression is to deny reality. Victimization has
been part and parcel of that suffering. As Gordon
argues, we need "work that insists on presenting
the complexity of the sources of power and
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weakness in women's lives."
Once we acknowledge the heterogeneity of
Black women and their historical experiences, we
must seek to explore "how the history of Black
women in Canada began." Who were these women?
Where did they come from? What were they doing
here? African Canadian history is one shared by
Black women and men, therefore what we take to
mark the beginning of this history is also the
starting point for Black women's history. It is
instructive to note that from the beginning of what
we now call Canada, there was a Black presence.
Canada evolved from settler colony to nation, based
on the appropriation of Native land, and became
incorporated from its early colonial period (both
French and British) into an international capitalist
order. And through these myriad incarnations of
Canada, Black people have been part of its history
though this knowledge, given the history of their
subordination in Canada, has been submerged. Let
us now look at the beginning and evolution of Black
women's history and name its diverse sources.
Beginning in 1628 with a young boy from
Madagascar, Black slavery became a part of life in
New France and hence the beginning of Black
women's history. Colonists acquired slaves from
the West Indies, Europe, West Africa, and from the
thirteen British colonies to the south. The slave
population also grew from natural increase. At the
time of the Conquest in 1760 scholars note that of
the almost 3000 slaves purchased over time by the
colonists of Old Quebec, about 1100, or 35 percent,
were Black. In He Royale, with its 216 slaves, fully
90 percent of the slaves were Black.
One scenario that highlights the history of
slave women in this country is that of Marie Joseph
Angelique. Angelique was a slave woman owned
by the de Francheville family of Montreal. In April
1734 a fire ripped through the town, destroying over
46 houses. Arson was named as the cause, and
Angelique the arsonist. She was arrested, tried, and
hanged. Angelique could serve as an icon for
feminist struggles, as an important figure in early
Canadian history, and one who embodies the
tragedy of slavery and the interlocking system of
Black women's oppression.''Angelique is important
for another reason: she represents in a clear way the
very diasporic nature of Black women's history that
I am talking about. Angelique came not from Africa
but from Europe. Born in Portugal (it is not known
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if she was a slave in Portugal), she endured slavery
in New England. There a French bourgeois,
Francois Poulin de Francheville, purchased her and
brought her to Montreal where she lived and
worked as a slave until her tragic end. Angelique
crossed an ocean not in search of fame and fortune
but as a victim of a sordid feature of Atlantic trade.
Her life, history, and enslavement should also be
understood in the context of Atlantic history and
world history. Slave women in New France, with
their diasporic origins, form the first "stream" of the
history of Black women.
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The American Revolution has particular
resonance for Black Maritimers. It was because of
this war that some 4,000 Black Loyalists - slave and
free - entered Canada with their white and Native
counterparts. The vast majority of these Loyalists
settled in the Maritime provinces of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, but Quebec got its fair share;
Upper Canada was carved out of Quebec to satisfy
the needs of white Loyalists who wanted a province
of their own. The expulsion of the Jamaican
Maroons to Nova Scotia by the British government
in 1796 forms an important part of folk memory
among African Nova Scotians and Jamaicans in the
Jamaican diaspora. Maroon women form another
source of African Canadian women's history. The
War of 1812 also contributed to the Black
population of Canada as some 3000 refugees who
had fought on the side of the British were given
habitation in Canada (New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia) by the British Imperial government. Both
these wars point to the dynamic exchanges of
history between the United States and Canada, and
the fact that the United States has supplied Canada
with sources for its Black population.
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The "Great Emigration" of American
Blacks to Canada lasted from 1812 to 1860 during
which time thousands of people entered Canada
fleeing "republican oppression."' This period is
associated with runaway American slaves who
found a haven in Canada via the Underground
Railroad. The active mythmakingby both Black and
whites about this period (certainly in Ontario where
the bulk of these Americans came) has led to some
dubious interpretations. New research is showing
that a large number of the people who came to
British North America in this period were free
people, and the majority of the escaped slaves made
it to Canada through their own efforts. One scholar
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in particular has shown that although there were
"stations," "conductors," and "secret routes" to aid
escapees, a "well organized underground railroad
system" is largely a myth. '
The migration of American Blacks from
California to British Columbia, though a less
romanticized event (all these emigrants were free;
the fugitive factor was not an issue), is nonetheless
another important stream of Black women's history.
The several hundred women who made British
Columbia their home between 1854 and 1858 laid
the basis for the contribution of Black women to the
province's story.
Between 1867 and 1920 when Canada
embarked on a nation building program, a reversal
of the Black movement into Canada occurred. The
first prime Minister, Sir John A . Macdonald, though
married to a white Jamaican woman (some
Jamaicans think she was certainly of mixed African
and European blood) did not include Blacks in his
construction of who was Canadian. Macdonald also
made it clear that Blacks as immigrants were not
welcome to the country. Between these two dates
and beyond, several prime ministers, their ministers
of interior, and the immigration department
systematically put in place obstacles to prevent the
entry of Blacks and other members of "undesirable
races" into Canada. At the same time the Canadian
state was courting and encouraging European and
white American immigration. Within Canada, the
invisible colour bar was raised higher and settlers
faced a virulent racism in all aspects of their lives.
Denied opportunities to better themselves and their
lives, shut out of the expanding agricultural and
industrial sectors, hundreds if not thousands of
Black Canadians fled to the United States at the end
of the nineteenth century. Ironically, the United
States had segregation and racism encoded in its
laws but the American Black population, given its
size and historic oppression, had also established its
own institutions. Black America had its own banks,
insurance companies, schools, hospitals, colleges,
stores, and farms. This era must be counted as an
important part of the Black women's history as
many Black Canadian women left the country for
work and educational opportunities when the
internal population almost strangled beneath a racist
yoke.
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Having said this, it would be specious not
to mention that at the same time policy makers

denied Black emigrants the opportunities to enter
Canada between 1867 and 1900, selective
exceptions were made. Premised on the need for
labour, the Dominion government grudgingly
accepted a few hundred Black miners from
Barbados and the United States, the latter mainly
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Other Blacks,
mainly students, sailors, preachers, and others
sneaked in. The Canadian government regarded
Black immigrants as a source of labour rather than
as potential settlers.
Presently, the largest population of Black
people in Canada is Caribbean or of Caribbean
descent. The vanguard of this group arrived after
the Second World War when, given the labour
demands of the post-war period, Canada opened its
doors to "selective" immigration from the
Caribbean. Women from the French and British
Caribbean were recruited as domestics; Black
nurses of "exceptional merit" were also allowed into
the country to work. Black Caribbean nurses also
came in from Britain during this period. It must be
noted that the majority of these women were not
allowed to enter the country as prospective
immigrants but as workers on a temporary visa.
This fact contributed to their marginalization,
alienation, and vulnerability as exploited workers.
In 1962 Prime Minister John Diefenbaker's
government liberalized Canadian immigration
policies and based entry on a points system. The
systematic discrimination against the darker races
was eased somewhat. After 1967 the Black
Caribbean population burgeoned as the points
system was further liberalized, allowing tens of
thousands of Black Caribbeans to migrate to
Canada. Today, at the turn of the twenty-first
century, this population is responsible for
establishing a very visible Black presence in
Canada, especially in the urban centres of the
Central and Western provinces.
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At the same time it must be borne in mind
that the Caribbean presence has other roots. A
significant portion of New France's slaves were
Caribbean and many of the Black Loyalists were of
Caribbean origins. The Maroons were certainly
Caribbean and, as the censuses of the nineteenth
century tell us, many Black women and men noted
the "West Indies" as their place of birth. The
miners, sailors, and other workers who made it to
the Maritimes during the latter half of the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries were Caribbean,
coming especially from the eastern portion of the
archipelago.
As African Canadian women's history
develops, the fact of background or "origins"
becomes important. I once taught Black history to
a group of Black youngsters. Most were born in
Canada or they came from the Caribbean when they
were very young. While they enjoyed the stories of
the Great Emigration (this is a central period in
Black history), they wanted to know about
Caribbean history - about Nanny, Marcus Garvey,
and other freedom fighters. I did not find this odd.
The thread of their personal history was still
connected to the Caribbean experience. This tells
me that in constructing a history of African
Canadian women, the history of the Caribbean is of
central importance. In a key way, therefore,
Caribbean history becomes an arm of Canadian
history. Anyone with even a cursory knowledge of
Canadian history knows that these two histories are
intertwined. From the days of New France
important trading links existed between the
Caribbean and Canada. Indeed, Caribbean slaves
for at least two centuries survived on salted cod and
wheat flour from what is now Canada. The
Caribbean supplied rum, sugar, molasses, and
slaves in return. This arrangement continued under
the British regime and intensified during the period
of capital accumulation and imperialism with the
establishment of Canadian banks, insurance
companies, and multinationals in the Caribbean.
This intertwining of Canadian and Caribbean
history demands that a hemispheric historical
awareness be at all times central to the historian's
efforts at doing Black women's history.
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The fact that Canada and the United States
share a common border has had a dynamic (some
Canadians would say dangerous) impact on each
country's history. O f course, this is not new. Before
the European invasion, Native people themselves
went back and forth across this future border, and
built cross border empires and alliances. With the
development of French and British colonialism and
the rise of the American and Canadian nation states,
cross border movements of people of both colonial
holdings and countries became a fact of life. This
trend is clearly demonstrated by the migration of
some 500 Creek-Negroes of Oklahoma and several
hundred other Blacks from the Plains states who

managed, despite much opposition, to make it into
Western Canada during the opening decade of the
twentieth century.
During the first two decades of the century,
responding to Canada's invitation, hundreds of
thousands of Europeans and (white) Americans
flooded the country. Most were destined for what
became the Prairie provinces. Native people on the
Prairies were conquered so as to make way for the
building of the trans-Canada railway and the
European settlers that it would bring. The noted
afrophobe, W.D. Scott, who then headed the
Immigration Department, made it his personal duty
to exclude Blacks. White Americans were wanted
but not Black Americans. It is interesting how in
this context African Americans were denied their
nationality. Scott used the most devious methods to
exclude Blacks, and when some of these methods
failed, he proposed legislation barring American
(and all) Blacks. The hue and cry raised by white
settlers on the Prairies regarding the few hundred
Black farmers who managed to get in also gave the
Immigration Department food forthought. Between
1896 and 1920, three millions immigrants entered
Canada and fewer than two thousand of these were
Africans. By structuring the nature of its
immigration policies along racial lines, Canada for
almost a century managed to make itself into a
white nation. Yet the women of the Creek-Negro
community and others who came from the Plains
area of the United States form part of African
Canadian women's history and the history of
women pioneers in Western Canada.
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Another twentieth century movement of
African Americans to Canada, though not as
structured as the movement of the Blacks from the
Plains states, occurred due to the Vietnam War. The
fluidity of the border allowed this movement to take
place. ' Many of the men were draft resisters, but
women also came as part of this movement. While
women were not escaping the draft, many came
with husbands or partners; others simply left the
United States as a way of protesting the war.
Though no one as yet has done any work on these
women, like their sisters of the Great Emigration
era, they constitute a source of Black women's
history.
Women of African descent also came from
Spanish and Portuguese America. These women
have been invisible in the discourse on Black
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women in Canada. This discourse generally
assumes that all Black women are Anglophones and
hence share a single, unified identity. Once in a
class on African Canadian history, a Black woman
rose to speak. "Where do I fit in here?" she asked.
"I'm Black, I'm Dominican, I'm Caribbean, but all
your references, in fact your entire outline, privilege
English-speaking Black women." She was right and
I did not defend myself or my choices. Her
statement graphically points to the discourse of
exclusion and erasure that can occur when a term
such as Black women becomes a totalizing one.
Black French-speaking women also often feel
excluded from discussions about Black women.
Our unilingual understanding of Black
women's history does not reflect historical reality.
New France's Black women, for example, spoke a
polyglot of languages: French, Dutch, English,
Portuguese, and other European and African
languages. Reflecting on the diverse multi-ethnic
heritage of the enslaved, Sterling Stuckey, that great
authority on slave culture, remarks that one of the
many talents that many slaves had in the early
period of New World slavery was proficiency in
several languages.
And where does Africa fit in all of this?
All Black women have the fact of skin colour in
common. A l l share Africa as our place of origin. It
is because of the slave trade's forcible removal of
Black women from Africa to the so-called New
World that an African diaspora within the Americas
began. At the same time, the reality of continental
African immigration must be central to our analysis
and exploration of Black women's history,
especially in the twentieth century. After the Second
World War immigration from Africa speeded up.
Male students were in the vanguard of the
movement, in direct opposition to the Caribbean
stream in which domestics were at the forefront.
Black emigration from Africa really took off in the
1970s and 1980s. Though a large portion of this
movement was "family or spousal" sponsored
immigration, refugee women have made up a
significant portion of these emigrants. Somalia,
Ethiopia, Eritrea, and South Africa have produced
many refugees. More recently, Liberia, Sierra
Leone, Rwanda, and Burundi are providing their
share. Black emigrants too have come from former
French colonies such as Senegal, Mali, and Cote
d'lvoire. A n indigenizing process is taking place
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and will continue to take place with ongoing
immigration producing new and hybrid cultures.
This brings me to a very intriguing and
controversial question regarding who is African
Canadian. Do all Black women living in Canada
regard themselves as such? What about these
Caribbean and African descended youths? The term
African Canadian is an all-encompassing one, based
on the acknowledgement that all Blacks share a
common African ancestry. The term is especially
useful as a strategy for organizing a subordinate
folk. Since the eighteenth century in this
hemisphere, Black people, in coming to a
consciousness of themselves as an oppressed group,
and in recognizing Africa as the source of their
origin, have seized the word Africa and variations
of that word to name themselves. Afro, African,
Ethiopian, and Africo, have been used by Blacks as
prefixes for descriptions of themselves. Sometimes
the word African was/is used solely instead of as
part of a hyphenation.
At the same time many Black women,
while working out their relationship to this land,
continue to be attached to their original national
identities. Many describe themselves as African
Americans, Cubans, Antiguans, Somalis, Haitians,
South Africans, and so on. These same people also
embrace the term African Canadian. It is not that
Black women are victims of fragmented identities,
but we are consciously negotiating the multiple
identities which arise out of our modern and
post-modern condition.
Having identified the various streams from
which Black women's history springs, it is now
necessary to discuss how one goes about doing this
history. The first step in this endeavour is to come
up with theoretical and conceptual frameworks for
enabling this history. The multiple sources of
Canadian Black women's history direct our
attention to the need to use a cross-cultural and
diasporic framework in making historical
knowledge about Black women. The theory of
African feminism has been used by Diaspora
scholar, Filomina Chioma Steady, to study the
experiences of Black women. Steady identifies two
dominant measures which Black women used to
combat racial, gender, and class tyranny. These
measures are self-reliance and a survival strategy
imperative. These values, according to Steady, have
become institutionalized in many African and

African descended communities. Women drew on
a network of female kin and extended social
contacts to put these values into practice.
Boarding house practices reflect one aspect
of Black Canadian women's history. In Toronto, up
to the 1960s, Black women boarded workers,
students, visitors, and entertainers in their homes.
These boarders had often been refused permission
to stay in white owned hotels and other public
places of accommodation. Women in the Black
community organized themselves to remedy this
situation. Lenny Johnson, former co-owner of
Toronto's Third World Books, informed me that his
mother was one of the women who took in
boarders. He noted that was how he came to meet
entertainer Sammy Davis Jr. Davis and his father
used to perform at some of Toronto's most
prestigious clubs and hotels, but could not stay in
the city's hotels because they were Black. The
famed and elegant Royal York Hotel was one such
place where Davis performed but could not sleep.
Johnson stated that Davis and his father when in
Toronto often stayed at his mother's home. Racism
against Black American entertainers who performed
in Toronto enabled a meaningful relationship to
develop between Black musicians of the two
countries; African American musicians often found
themselves staying at the homes of their Canadian
counterparts with whom they also worked. Many
of these Black women who used their homes as
boarding places had few options for paid
employment outside the home. As research has
shown, most Black women doing waged work
worked as domestics. That kind of work was
fraught with exploitation of all kinds. Running a
boarding home was a superior alternative to
domestic work and it demonstrates the self-reliance
and survival strategy that Steady identifies as
present for Black women in their quest for
wholesome lives.
Black
women
also
demonstrated
self-reliance
and survival strategies
as
entrepreneurs. Slave women across the Americas
sold craft and agricultural produce in markets. After
slavery this pattern continued. Sylvia Hamilton and
Suzanne Morton have shown how African-Nova
Scotian women sold quilted goods, woven baskets,
and agricultural produce in the markets of the
province. Through their entrepreneurial work,
Black women supported themselves and families
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and became respected for their skills.
My own work has shown that Black
women used whatever resources they had to better
themselves and their communities. Black teachers
in Ontario founded schools for Black children
where none existed. Many of these women saw
teaching as a viable way to earn a living. The Black
teaching force was feminized before this became a
reality in the wider society. Having fewer options,
Black women on average stayed longer in teaching
than white women. One woman, Julia Turner,
taught in Ontario for over 35 years. She made
teaching a career long before many white women
considered it that way.
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Using the concepts of self-reliance and
survival strategies to study Black women's lives is
also a good way to interrogate the opposing duality
of victim and resister. This model shows that Black
women were victimized by class, race, and gender
oppression, but they resisted as much as they could
in very creative ways. There are many other themes
that need to be explored. Migration and settlement,
slavery, and, work have dominated the research.
Autobiographies, biographies, and oral histories
have also been given much attention. Interaction
with the law, history of the family, sexuality,
religion and spirituality, culture, sports,
out-migration to the United States, post-war
Caribbean migration, and the flowering of women's
literature are all areas demanding scholarly
attention.
How accessible are the sources for doing
Black women's history? Recently, I went to the
library at a prestigious Ontario university to look at
a document on Black women's history. I had the
reference number for the document but the librarian
that I had spoken to sighed and said "there isn't
much on that topic." She may have been correct in
that there are not tomes occupying the library
shelves but I knew that the document I wanted was
at this particular library. If I had not had this
knowledge, I would have walked out the library
disappointed. I wonder to myself how many seekers
of their past have been turned away from libraries
and archives by words of denial and ignorance. I
told the librarian that there was a decent body of
work on the subject and directed her to the
bibliography which I had compiled, published in
We're Rooted Here? Fortunately, this book was in
the library. I continued talking to her for awhile
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about Black history and then she directed me to the
"Regional History Collection." 1 was frustrated in
that department, too, as the worker there felt what I
wanted was not there. We looked through several
finding aids and soon enough she came with a large
box in which I found what I was looking for. I relate
this story to showcase two things: that often those
who keep the records of Black history do not even
know (or care?) that they have these records, and
that this ignorance can lead to a cover up of a
particular past. Wben one is told by a librarian,
archivist, professor, however well-meaning, that
"there isn't much on that topic," that is a way of
simply denying and erasing a particular past. When
I attempted to write a history of Ontario's Black
teachers I was advised by several well-intentioned
educationists to give up the project because there
"wasn't much." On rummaging around in the
archives, I was staggered by the vast amount of
sources and evidence that were available to write a
study of Black teachers.
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The sources that historians have used to
write the history of other marginalized groups are
the same ones available for the construction of
Black women's history. Retrieval of data from
archives and other repositories is the first step. Such
records include tax and school records, census data,
vital statistics (marriage, birth, and death records),
wills, church records, newspapers, parliamentary
and other government records, diaries, photographs,
paintings, phonographic records, and the official
papers of white women and men.
What becomes clear is how often Black
women's history is interconnected with white
women's, Black men's, and white men's history.
Take the case of Peggy, for example. She was a
slave in the household of Ontario's former
administrator Peter Russell and his sister Elizabeth.
The main source for Peggy's history is the Russell
papers, namely the documents of Peter Russell and
the diary of Elizabeth Russell. From Elizabeth's
diary we learn that Peggy "is dirty, idle, and
insolent." From Mr. Russell, wediscoverthat Peggy
was a habitual runaway and, upon her last capture,
he put her up for sale. These documents also tell us
that Peggy was a wife and mother, that her son
Jupiter was jailed for "threatening" a York
(Toronto) family, and that her daughters Milly and
Amy "are addicted to pilfering and lying." Elizabeth
Russell later gave away Milly as a gift to her

god-daughter, Elizabeth Denison. We also learn that
Peggy's husband, Pompey, or Pompodour, was free.
Without a careful reading of these documents
Peggy's story might have remained unknown. From
the diary of Elizabeth Russell we learn how elite
white women lived lives of leisure based on the
labour of the slave and servant class. In these
writings whites reveal the tensions inherent in a
master/slave relationship, how owners tried to
discipline their slaves, and how the enslaved
resisted. Peggy, though enslaved, tried to exercise
some agency and control over her life by running
away, saucing her owners, and refusing to accept
their vision of her or how she should behave. The
Russell papers also allow us to glean how Black and
white femininity and masculinity are constructed in
a frontier settler society.
The question of voice is central here. The
master class is the one who is telling us what the
slaves are like. There is no counternarrative from
Peggy or her family. This raises the question of the
validity of the oppressor's voice when talking about
the oppressed. The Russells present their slave
family as debased. Like most owners of human
property, they blame the victims for the victims'
faults. However, through their actions, Peggy and
her family provide a counternarrative to the one
given us by the Russells. By running away, being
insolent, and teaching her children bad manners,
Peggy writes her own history and becomes a subject
in it. By doing so, she defies the attempt of the
Russells to objectify her.
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Travel accounts written by whites are also
useful sources for Black women's history. British
tourist Anna Jameson in her Winter Studies and
Summer Rambles tells of how Black women
resisted slave catchers and law enforcers at Niagara
Falls in 1837 in their attempts to liberate the jailed
Solomon
Mosely.
Though she
spoke
condescendingly about the women, her comments
reveal their militancy. Narratives of Fugitive
Slaves in Canada by Benjamin Drew is another
example of how texts written by whites can become
a source of Black women's history. Drew, a Boston
abolitionist, toured Black Ontario in 1855. He
interviewed hundreds of Black women and men.
One of the most intriguing narratives is that of
Sophia Pooley. As a young child, Pooley was
kidnapped from New York toward the end of the
American Revolution. Taken to the Upper Canadian
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frontier by her abductors, she was sold to the famed
Mohawk chief Joseph Brant. Pooley noted that
Brant treated her "well" but not so his wife. She
remarked that as a child she spoke "Indian" better
than English, having learnt the Mohawk language in
the Brant household. Pooley gained her freedom in
1833 underthe British Emancipation Proclamation.
Pooley's life and history are remarkable.
When Drew interviewed her, she was over 90 and
living in the Black community of the Queens Bush,
cared for by neighbours. Pooley was a participant
in, and witness to, Ontario's early history. She
observed the province passing from frontier colony
to a settled agricultural and proto-industrial
community. She can be considered a "founding
mother" of the province. Yet Pooley's story in
Drew's Narratives takes up two pages. And because
Black women are generally missing from feminist
excavation work on women in early Canada, Pooley
remains unsung. I am convinced that, with creative
and imaginative research, a biography of Pooley can
be produced.
Oral history is key to Black women's
history. Through this method, unknown women's
histories come to light. Makeda Silvera's Silenced
provided a methodology
for writing and
conceptualizing Black women's studies. In Silenced
ten Black women and women of colour from the
Caribbean working as domestics provide oral
accounts of their lives and work experiences.
Silencedbore witness to the fact that domestic work
was, and still is, racialized, that it is work done
primarily by immigrant women and that these
women work in isolation and experience alienation
and blatant exploitation in the homes of well-to-do
white women and men. Dionne Brand also used
oral history to get to the history of Black women,
especially for the period between the First and
Second World Wars. From the narratives she and
her co-workers collected, we learn that Black
women, unlike white women, were barred from
factory work and offices "until Hitler started the
war." Brand's work also shows the validity of using
a cross-cultural perspective to get to the history of
Black women: the women interviewed came from
several points of the Black diaspora. Annette Henry,
writing about Black women teachers who taught in
Toronto from the 1950s to present, also used oral
history and a cross-cultural framework.
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An interdisciplinary perspective must also

be considered. Carol Duncan, for example, has
creatively drawn upon history, literature,
anthropology, cultural and critical theory in her
work on Spiritual Baptist women in Toronto and
Trinidad.
By employing political science,
economics, sociology, and history to construct
knowledge about nurses, domestics, race, ethnicity,
and the immigration process, Agnes Calliste has
produced an exemplary body of work.
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If official (academic) historiography has
paid little attention to Black history, African
Canadian lay persons have always written their
history and have been at the forefront of ensuring
that our historical presence in this country not be
erased. And Black women have been in the
forefront of keeping, retrieving, and recording
Black history. Tessa Benn-Ireland, Mary Bibb,
Rella Braithwaite, Velma Carter, Pearleen Oliver,
Charlotte Bronte Perry, Mary Ann Shadd, and
Dorothy Shadd Shreve are some of the female
community historians who have always felt Black
history to be important and hence worth writing
down.

Black women's history in Canada is in its
embryonic stage. Although some important work
has already been produced, we can still learn much
from practitioners of established women's history
and social history in Canada and historians of
African American women's history and diasporic
history. There are also some tendencies to avoid.
For example,when Black American historians speak
of "Black women" they tend to mean only women
indigenous to that country for several generations.
"New" African Canadians also deserve our
attention. Practitioners of Canadian Black women's
history must also guard against an Ontario-centred
focus. As an Ontario specialist, I am very much
cognizant of this fact and consciously strive to
remember that Ontario is not Canada. African
Canadian women's history from its beginning in
New France to the present has much to offer to
Black women in the development of a total sense of
ourselves by rescuing us from amnesia. It also can
contribute much to Canadian history and to the
history of women in the hemisphere.
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